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Abstract

Being powered by the batteries that are limited in their capacity is one of the main restrictions of mobile devices. Further enhancement of their characteristics and mobile Internet mounting speed incite the growth of user’s demands. Users request the most sophisticated applications to work rapidly and being available all the time. Thus, availability of mobile devices should not be decreased by inefficient energy consumption.

This paper presents the approach which is able to decrease the power consumption on mobile gadgets. The core idea lies in migrating parts of the application’s functionality to remote servers in order to reduce energy consumption on the mobile device. Heavy-loaded code blocks are extracted from mobile apps and transferred to server-side applications. It is expected that, if energy spent on client-server communication is less than power needed to execute the task on phone or tablet; battery life time can be extended on the mobile device. Depending on the amount of data, available internet speed, and cloud computing capabilities, systems performance can also be affected.

Experiments are conducted on migrating three Android applications to the cloud. The paper describes the migration approach, shows changes in energy consumption and demonstrates conditions to be met, when doing energy migrations to the cloud, successfully.

1. Introduction and Approach

One of the main restrictions of using mobile devices is their restricted uptime caused by limited battery capacity. Since current battery techniques do not offer means to increase their capacity [8], other strategies to increase the runtime of mobile devices within one battery cycle have to be found.

This paper presents an approach to decrease the power consumption on mobile devices by outsourcing parts of an applications’ functionality to a remote server in the cloud. Experiments are conducted on three Android applications and show how functionality can be migrated to the cloud, and how this effects systems behavior and energy consumption on the mobile device.

The objectives of this work, which summarizes [12], are to elaborate an approach to migrating parts of mobile applications to the cloud and to define its value from the perspective of saving power on a mobile device. Since further elaborated techniques for optimizing energy consumption in the cloud exist [7], this paper only focusses on the mobile device, mostly aiming at increasing its uptime without further charging the battery.

Applications, suitable for being migrated to the cloud, contain rich functionality in “heavy-loaded” blocks of code, which are responsible for the pivotal functions of the app. But at the same time, these blocks take most of the consumed energy. These may include complicated transformations, calculations, or data processing. The presented approach follows classical software reengineering strategies to improve the applications quality, which here, aim at improving the apps energy consumption. The major reengineering steps include (1) identifying the code to be migrated to the
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cloud, (2) extracting it from the applications code base, (3) moving it to the cloud, and (4) making it available to the app again by remote access. In such a way, when a user runs an application, a part is still executed on the mobile device, but the energy consuming parts run on a remote server, possibly saving energy on the mobile device. If data transfer to and from the cloud eats less energy than saved by doing the calculations externally, the energy consumption on the device will be reduced, which results in an extended battery live phase.

The core idea of the approach is to delegate parts of functionality from mobile devices to the cloud. To state its effectiveness clearly, the following preconditions have to be ensured:

- The energy needed for data transmission from device to a server and for sending results back to the mobile device must be less than the energy consumed for executing the same functionality at the device;
- The apps’ code contains some “heavy-loaded” code blocks which can be identified, extracted, and migrated to the cloud, without influencing the application functionality.

Migrating functionality to the cloud will also affect the performance of the app. That is why we consider the time the operations needed to be executed. Heavy data exchange can slow down the application's speed, whereas high performance calculation in the cloud, e.g. by using cluster computer, can also speed up the application.

2. Experiments

Migrating functionality to the cloud requires finding the "heavy-loaded" blocks of code. It looks sensible to look for:

- code containing complicated calculations which load the CPU significantly and may take a lot of time,
- methods with a few lightweight parameters, but lots of sophisticated functionality inside. As we will see later, you will not benefit from transferring a huge deal of data over the network sometimes,
- existing asynchronous Tasks. All long running operations, on the one hand, should be implemented as asynchronous tasks; on the other hand, it is beneficial to run them remotely. HTTP communication should be done as asynchronous Task in order not to block the app, as the connection is unpredictable.

Three applications which process data locally on mobile devices were investigated: Finite-ElementCalculator, AsciiCamImage [3] and AsciiCamVideo. The presented experiments were accomplished on a Samsung Galaxy Nexus as test device.

The power is measured with Little Eye [10]. It is a desktop performance analysis tool by Little Eye Labs for Android applications. It measures app's power consumption (separating total amount, CPU, WiFi, and display usage), network data transfer and memory usage. Little Eye also shows the key events happening while the application is going on, such as grabbing and releasing the lock, display going on and off, the current app state, etc. After the measurement is stopped, it is possible to return to any time point and explore what was happening. The great feature is an option of building graphic report which is divided into power, data and memory sections.

Each application was run in three modes: on a device, using the cloud with fast internet connection, and using the cloud and slow internet connection.

FiniteElementCalculator performs complex mathematical calculations based on significant but not very large amount of data and uses asynchronous tasks. Due to the absence of platform-specific code and clear modularization of the code, responsible for the required mathematical operations, it was easy to identify and to migrate the calculations to the cloud. The energy consumption was
decreased significantly, since only a relatively small amount of data had to be packed into JSON [9] and transmitted over the net.

Table 1 [12] illustrates saving on battery power, CPU resources, and time, while running the application with a server in comparison to the case when only the resources of a mobile device are used (column “Local”). Two different ways of connecting mobile device and server were applied (columns “Fast connection” and “Slow connection”). Cases are the amount of user’s tasks to be completed. The volume of outgoing and incoming data is deliberately not summarized in the second and third cases to differentiate between calls to the server.

Table 1. FiniteElementCalculator power measurement results

Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the energy consumption during one of the use cases. The CPU’s and total consumption and time decreased dramatically, the network consumption is not significant in this case.

Figure 1. FiniteElementCalculator power consumption while running on a mobile device
The power consumption decrease is gained by CPU loading relief. Figures 3 and 4 show how the CPU usage changed for both activations.
The pie diagrams (figure 5-6) display how power consumption has altered. Both runs are based on the same test scenarios.
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*Picture 5. FiniteElementCalculator power consumption per component while running on a mobile device*

![Power Consumption by Component](image2)

*Picture 6. FiniteElementCalculator power consumption per component while using the cloud*

It is also shown, that it takes less time to execute the tasks remotely. So in this case, migrating functionality to the cloud not only decreased energy consumption on the mobile device it also decreased calculation speed.

AsciiCamImage converts an image into an ASCII picture. The AsciiCamImage example has revealed some restrictions on the approach. Migration to the cloud required the adaptation of platform specific libraries. Consequently, the AsciiCamImage implementation referred to Dalvik-specific code (that is, the code depending on the Dalvik virtual machine), which had to be adapted to the JavaVM used on the server. Exchanging data with JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) also loaded the CPU more intensively, when large data was to be transferred. In that setting it was not possible to reach the key conditions for reducing energy consumption. Consequently no power was saved (cf. Table 2). Moreover, this experiment also showed that slow connection speed also effectuates an unacceptable performance. The challenges faced while working with this application are summarized in "Lessons learned" section.

The AsciiCamVideo application is an extensive modification of AsciiCamImage which converts video files to videos showing the appropriate ASCII pictures: the initial application was improved in order to divide an input video into the frames, process each frame into an ASCII picture, and, finally, build a new video out of these ASCII frames. In contrast to the previously sketched simple AsciiCamImage migration to the cloud, both, energy consumption and performance were improved
when processing video files. The power measurement results (Table 3) show that using the cloud allows to gain more than two times decrease in energy consumption. The reason is that video files are sent to the server as they are, instead of writing and reading JSON. Not using JSON does not load the CPU significantly, and consequently power was saved, although the amount of data is bigger than in the case with pictures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. AsciiCam Video power measurement results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Table Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summarizing, it can be seen, that for all successful experiments on migrating functionality to the cloud, it was possible to reduce energy consumption by 30 - 54% and run time by 25 - 83%.

3. Lessons Learned

Before moving the code to the cloud, it's worth to estimate:

- the ratio of time to transmit the data over the network to time needed to process the data on a device. If the first is much longer, probably, it does not make sense to migrate tasks to the cloud;
- the additional CPU load which appears when we want to execute the task remotely (for example, writing data to JSON before sending), as it may be very resource-hungry;
- the CPU load while executing the task on a device. If the CPU speed is low and required time is little, probably there are no benefits when migrate the task to the cloud.

Based on these experiences code should not or cannot be migrated to the cloud towards improving energy consumption:

- if the required changes modify the applications state without returning the new value,
- if the code uses operating system or platform-specific classes and stubs,
- if the code uses native code (that needs to be recompiled or licensed for the server).

As for native code, applications using Android NDK “will be more complicated, have reduced compatibility, have no access to framework APIs, and be harder to debug” [13] Using native code
does not necessarily result in performance improvements [6] and it may be sensible to refrain from using it.

Acquiring data from the system services such as getting a GPS signal or processing sensor updates is very power hungry, but mostly cannot be managed in the cloud without the device's hardware. However, it is claimed that new sensors introduced with Android 4.4 KitKat are more reserved concerning energy consumption [2]

Energy consumption of applications in cloud can be different, depending of hardware devices and the structure of load of processing resources. But almost all devices in remote datacenters, used for cloud computing, satisfy to Energy Star standard from EPA [14], used for technologies with advanced energy efficiency. Furthermore, moving more functionality to data centers also allows for more energy optimization and better load balancing. Using virtualization techniques and switching of not used (hardware) servers, will decrease energy consumption in data centers (cf. e.g. [7]). Probably, even from a global point of view, energy might be saved, when migrating functionality to the cloud. This requires more in depth analysis, not shown in the small experiments, presented here.

4. Related Work

Benefits on remote code execution towards power saving were studied in several works.

Jason Flinn [4] implements local, remote and hybrid applications' execution and shows their effects on energy savings. The author refers to 30% savings when using remote execution. The experiments presented in this study achieves up to 54% reduction.

Miettinen and Nurminen [11] analyze factors affecting energy consumption of mobile clients in cloud computing. They present the measurements about the central characteristics of contemporary mobile devices that define the basic balance between local and remote computing.

Abdelmotalib and Wu [1] explore the energy consumption of mobile devices' components, such as CPU, display, wireless interfaces and others. This information serves as a basis of this work.

Moreover, the presented approach applied reengineering techniques, and provided recommendations for the developers doing the required migrations. Moving functionality from an integrated system to a distributed system using cloud services requires intensive architectural migration activities ensuring the migrations quality. The used migration process (cf. [5]) should consider, clearly identifying code fragments to be migrated, and deciding on the most suited migration strategy leading to measurable energy savings and clear estimations on changes in performance.

5. Conclusion

Basing on the experiments of this work, only code

- not modifying the state of the application,
- not using Android-specific resources, such as UI or system services,
- not using platform specific classes and stubs,
- not using native code (or needs to be recompiled for the target server)

could be migrated without additional effort.

The experiments showed that delegating parts of mobile app’s functionality to the cloud can save battery power on mobile devices.

Firstly, applying a migration approach saves energy in many cases. This is achieved by reducing the CPU load, as a device now does not have to compute all the results by itself, but this function is delegated to the cloud. The amount of energy required to send data to and receive it from the server
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is usually less than the power needed to execute these methods on a device itself. But there can be exceptions. For example, if you have very big data to transfer by JSON strings, then you are probably going to increase the device’s CPU load and therefore energy will not be saved. Thus, you should consider adjusting the way to transfer data to its amount and type.

Secondly, each application accomplishes some functionality which requires a lot of resources. These blocks of code can be extracted and ported to the cloud to be executed there. This process is can be divided into some particular steps (described in chapters 3 and 5), but a number of challenges can be faced while doing this. Some code could be closely coupled with the mobile platform, so it may occur to be troublesome to run it on another one. Depending on the quality of the source system, it also can be difficult to identify those code fragments forming a coherent functionality to be extracted and migrated. The example systems investigated here, were clearly structured, so this issue did not rise.

Thirdly, the performance (time) of the app can change. The performance depends on the apps complexity, the amount of data to be exchanged between the device and the server, and the speed of internet connection. That is why you should test your application in order to decide whether the performance variations are acceptable for a user. It may be sensible to provide a timeout to run a task locally if there is no answer from the cloud.
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